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1. Introdclution/ Background to Symposium

A one day symposium on Human Security and Canadian Foreign Policy was organized

by the Institute of International Relations (UBC) and sponsored by the Canadian Centre

for Foreign Policy Development. The event was held on June 18, 1999 at the University

of Toronto. The symposium brought together 17 academics and govemment

representatives broadly sympathetic to the concept of human security. This paper is an

attempt to summarize the discussion which took place and bighlight some of the key

ideas raised in the course of day.

The Symposium was the idea of Will Bain, a doctoral student at UBC, prompted by a

concemn over the dearth of discussion in the Canadian academic conimunity about human

security. The increasing use of this term by Canada's Minister of Foreign Affairs, Lloyd.

Axworthy, and other politicians suggested a need to clarify what is meant by human

security, and to examine it critically, in both theory and practice. In this context, the June

roundtable sought to consider the meaning, scope and practice of human security, as well

as the implications, generally speaking, for Canadlian foreign policy. At the time the

discussion took place, the intervention by NATO i Kosovo was at the forefront of

Canadian foreign policy and figures as a key case study in the discussion, particularly

concerning the use of force in humanitarian intervention.
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who support the objective, about the means to achieve this end. I addition, the
philosophical and normative underpinnings of the concept deserve dloser scrutiny.

Participants began by considering whether human security represents a transitory policy
change or a more long-termn paradigm shift. A majority of participants agreed that
'paradigin shift', resulting froni a profound set of changes in the international order, may
be the more accurate way to conceptualize humnan security. This paradigm shift was
described alternatively in terms of chaaging perceptions of what constitutes the main
threats to security (from war and interstate conflict to environmental threats, drag
smuggling, epidemic disease, etc.), changes in the political context of the post- Cold War
world (including globalization, the much heralded international 'victory' of liberal
democracy, the search for a new mandate for the UN) or the impact of the weakening
nature of the nation-state to adequately respond to these changes.

Some argued that even if one accepted that human security is a paradigm. shift, it is,
nonetheless, too broad and vague a concept to be meaningful for policy makers, as it has
corne to entail such a wide range of different threats on the one hand, wbile prescribing a
diverse and somnetimes incompatible set of policy solutions to resolve them. on the other.
Moreover, it was argued, that in practice, human security is too amorphous to implement
successfully, particularly in the days of dwindling public dollars. If human security is
taken to be a 'grab bag' of either new threats or 'new goods', it becomes so elastic and
beyond fiscal reach as to lose any utility as a principle for Canadian foreign policy.

Consensus developed during the day that huinan security should not be seen as either a
particular set of threats, or as a substantive package of goods which can be applied
uniformally and universally. Rather human security could be considered as a new lens,

on the



As a preliminary framework for looking at this new landscape, participants suggested
that the following couki be considered core components of a human security lens.

" At its most basic, creating foreign policy through the lens of human security is to

analyze how any foreign policy initiative either helps or hinders the security of a
given people's lives and livelihoods. In any such analysis, there may be a distinction
between what people subjectively feel they need to be secure and what an objective
analysis of the mots of their insecurity would suggest. Human security should
mncorporate both of these threads: what people perceive to be tbreatening and an
objective analysis of the sources of the threats to people's security.

" How people define their own security is critical. Different groups will conceive of

security in different ways. Indeed one group's sense of security may be at the expense

of another group. These conflicting perceptions must be factored in to the analysis of
the appropriate action to be taken. Secondly, people's perceptions of insecurity ofien
do not fit the traditional definitions of 'tbreat' or insecurity in foreign policy . Two
recent surveys undertaken in Sri Lanka, and mentioned during the course of our
discussions, illustrate this point. I ranking their concerns, displaced Sri Lankans



" Lt should be noted that humnan insecurity may also be caused by the absence of a state
capable of coping with basic threats to individual safety, let alone other tbreats to
collective security (e.g. disease, environmental problems, warlords, drugs, terrorism,
etc.). Using a humnan security lens to consider any given problemn thus should flot be
seen as 'anti-state'. In some contexts, the application of the humnan security lens may
resuit in a cail for the financial and technical support of a given state, that is capacity-
building, as a first priority. Lt may also mean bolstering the private sector, through
trade agreements and economic development. Neither state-building nor trade should
be seen as outside the potential tools that can be used to secure people's lives and
livelihoods.

" Fnrrihle- hulm2nitqrinin interveinticin wq reen hv moqt nartininqntqq-,. 2 Inrt~ u



The main proponents of human security to date have been affluent, northern states, wbile
somne of the greatest opposition to the idea of human security cornes from the G-77
countries. Lu these countries, the vast majority of conflicts are internai wars, and states
are often the primary perpetrators of violence and human insecurity.3 G3-77 counitries fear
that human security will legitinxize forcible humanitarian intervention, and would give >
the P-5 countries wide discretion to intervene where they saw fit, especially the US with
what many lu the south perceive to be a teudency towards unilateral action and
inconsisteut responses.

Several key foundational questions higbllighted by participants included:

" Lu speaking of the goals of hurnan security, are we implicitly promnoting a Northern or
Western agenda? How can countries advocating humnan security avoid seeniing
patemnalistic and ueo-colonial in their approach?

" Does human security smuggle in 'standards of civilization' and in so domng lmply that
certain groupai nations are unable or unfit to rule or fulfil the obligations set out iu the
UN Charter, and therefore are not eutitled to the right of sovereignty and non-
intervention?

*What degree of intervention luto the affaira of other states is permnissible lu seeking to

iage



4. The Practice of Human Security: The Need for Early Action

Participants widely agreed that a key priority in the practice of hwnan security is
increasing emphasis on (and resources devoted to) prevention of conflicts which threaten
human security. This is particularly true in situations of mass violence. Human security
entails increased atternpts to avert conflicts in other parts of the world, thereby preventing
hunian suffering. Too frequently the 'old' Cold War policy was war by proxy; a new
people-centered approach to security requires that we address the causes of conflict and
take preventative measures through such means as pre-conflict peace-building.

Participants considered why human security is often invoked post-conflict, despite the
' early warning' mechanisms wbich exist. It was suggested that it is difficuit for states to
mobilize resources prior to civilian casualties and subsequent cails for action often resuit
in disagreement amongst states about the best way to force rogue states to comply with
conflict prevention measures. Finally, issues of national sovereignty, international law,
and lack of access ofien block the efforts of outside states to nrevent confliot within or



nuclear weapons, small arms or landmines, should be also be seen as important elements
in the pro-active huinan security agenda.

Finally, some participants suggested that there are moral and operational dilemmas and
trade-offs which those who advocate human security as a pre-emptive strategy must
address. Populations under pressure do what they must to survive and to bring about
profound social change: sometimes their actions are inconsistent with the principles of
human security. For example, in seeking to ban child soldiers and small arms, would we
have applied this principle to the armed students of the Soweto uprisings? lIn thinking
about operational trade-offs, the negative impact of the redirection of development
assistance into peace-building programs needs to be considered. One participant
suggested that peace-building in conflict zones is expensive, uncertain, ineffective and
takes away resources from development situations where they work (i.e. primary need
scenarios in the worst off countries). Human security higblights the moral and political
dilenimas which are created by having different values, liniited funds and virtually
unlimited need.

5. Human Security and the Use of Force

Minister Axworthy has suggested that Kosovo is a 'concrete expression of this human
security dynamnic at work' and that NATO's air campaign 'should serve to dispel the
misconception that military force and the human security agenda are mutually

General



" Kosovo can be seen as the dispiacement of the security or safety of one group of
people for another. Sorne argued that the intervention in Kosovo was premised upon
bringiug insecurity to the Serbians in Kosovo, ini order to remove insecurity for the
Albaxnian Kosovars. Given the number ofoconflicts i which two hostile and violent
factions eau find security only ini the insecurity of the other, the question of how to
enxploy force to ensure the long-terrn security of bath sides must be addressed. There
may be a cotaitou inherent i such practice.

" Kosovo eau aieso be seen as the failure of humau security as a prevent*ive strategy.
To what extent does the potential use of force by a military alliance undermine the
preventative sieof human security? This question needs to be considee i lig~ht of
human security becomiug, as one participant sald, a new 'raison d'être' for NATO in
a post-Cold War world, and the implications for the UN.

" The orcie of hmnsecurity to date lias been focused ou military activities and



As an important point of contrast, a couple of participants compared the situation in
Kosovo with the impact of economic sanctions against Iraq on infant mortality.
According to some reports, the sanctions and war have resulted in deaths of 500,000
children under the age of five.7 The combination of sanctions and the demolition of
infrastructure through bombing have created a public health crisis, indirectly killing
civilians, most ftequently the young, the old and the sick. These policies have serious
consequences for the human security of Iraqi citizens, and therefore require consideration
by policy makers concemed with human security.

In sunimary, there was considerable debate on whether human security was compatible
with the use of force. On one hand, human security may include obligations to citizens of

other countries, and to fulfil such obligations may require forcible military intervention.

On the other, such an intervention resuits in civîlian casualties of the kind that human
security seeks to avoid, and sets profound new precedents for military activity. Where
human security involves the use o>f force, a host of issues worthy of ftmrther consideration
are raised.

6. Human Security: A New Role for International Organizations

Participants considered human security and its relationship to the UN Security Council
and the UN General Assembly. The Security Council bas proven largely ineffective i

deaiing with humanitarian crises caused by military conflict and this is unlikely to change

i the foreseeable future. Whiile thc broader UN framework has proven more sympathetic
to the human security agenda, effective action to deal with crises is hindered by the
bureaucratic structure of the UN itself. The development and humanitarian aspect of



apparatus. The Security Council lias been marginalized on ncw security issues by a lack
of political will to be involved and by an already over-committed capacity. This vacuumn,
has been filled by 'coalitions of the willing' and regional actors; a developnient which is
profoundly unsettling for both supporters outside of, as well as many working within, the
UIN. This feeling rnay reflect a broader tension in the United Nations between proponents
of human security/ hurnan rights/ humanitarian intervention on one side, and those who
wish to preserve the ascendance of sovereignty, non-use of force and non-intervention in
the internai affairs of states on the other.

Lt was argued that the Security Council is increasingly prôblematie in the post-CoId War
era. Morcover, the case was made that the great power veto is a seriol3s obsal to thue
practise of hmnsecurity. It was also noted, however, that the veto was a cnionfor
the Gret iPowers accepting the UN sytmas a means to avoid conflict. Since negotiated
reform of the Security Council is seeiningly impossible, chag will need to corne
tbrough evolving practices. Canada, with its current seat on the Security Council may
want to cnier ways of pushing this evolution forward.

Finally, it was noted that te are several uneuiized tools avale to the Scrt
Council, sucli as the Genocide Convention. WVhile the Security Council coul4 draw

atoiyfrornthis Cnenin it is eesr to clarify the dfntion of genocide, to
exadthe ran2e of atrocities çcovered under the Convention, and to clarify the tools



society, which they consider bypassing the legitimate actors and processes, iLe., states and
the traditional inter-state system. The UN system already has made strides in
incorporating civil society into its policy-making process, but this could be built even
further.

lIn advancing the human security agenda internationally, increasing emphasis is put on
'coalitions of the willing': like-minded coalition partniers which may include states,
NGOs and other international organizations. Where possible, the UN bas begun to rely
on these: they are both useful and necessary.8 These partnerships benefit from the greater
knowledge and interest of the regional organizations while addressing their lack of

resources through UN funding. When and how successful 'coalitions of the willing' are

depends on the issue, area and state-to-state interests. Canada's initiative, growing out of

the Lysoen Declaration with Norway, to create a 'Human S ecurity Network, involving
eleven countries and nine prominent NGOs and international organizations', could be

another very useful vebicle for a global hurnan security agenda?

In briefC the possibilities for advancing human security within the Security Council were
considered somnewhat lirnited. One exception to this was the possible use of the Genocide
Convention ftom which the Security Council might draw legal authority to intervene in

cases of genocide. Human security bas. a more receptive audience in the broader UN

with



human rights as articulated the Preamble of the Charter and the Universal Declaration of

Human Rights on the other. During the Cold War, territorial integrity was privileged; in

the post-Cold War era, however, human rights law is gaining increasing prominence. The

most recent shift is in part a response to two events: the genocides in Bosnia and Rwanda.

From these events followed the implementation of the International War Crimes

Tribunal, the push towards the formation of an International Criminal Court, and the

British detention of General Pinochet.

A farHffer key event in the shift towards the privileging of human rights is the intervention

in Kosovo, as discussed above. Clearly NATO violated the norms of territorial integrity

and non-intervention set out in Article 2 of the UN Charter. In addition, NATO rejected

the tenus of Article 53, that no enforcement action shall be taken under regional agencies

without the authorization of the Security Council. It is significant that this intervention
was justified on the basis of human rights.

There are several legal foundations for humanitarian intervention in international law,
such as the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, a number of UN conventions, and

the many regional declarations on human rights (particularly those articulated by the

European conimunity). In addition, there is a vast body of jurisprudence on human rights

built up during the Cold War, as well as the contribution of ECOSOC during that time,

and the ratification of treaties dealing with human rights. The human rights aspects of the

UN Charter are gaining greater recognition and importance in the international

conimunity. Political change is 'catching Up' with developments in international law, and

intervention in sunnort of these laws becomes possible in a way it was not during the

still unsi



conmunity has been that the norms of sovereignty and non-intervention trurn human
rights. This has been the basis for international order for the past 300 years. Increasingly,
however, there may be an acceptance that intervention i cases of humanitarian crisis is
legitimate.

Conclusions/ Summary

Hunian security remains a contested concept in both theory and practice, although several
areas of consensus did emnerge around possible definitions and a basic agenda for human
security, ini practise. A mai ority of participants agreed that human security can be
thought of as a paradigmi shift, a changing lens that gives policy makers a new
perspective in their policy making process. Foreign policy wbich works within the human
security fr-amework is foreign policy wbich takes into account the multifaceted security
needs of individuals and communities in a contextualized and culturally sensitive way. lIn

this sense human security is not a set of universally and uniformly applied policy options.

Several specific suggestions were made as to what might constitute the core components,
of such a lens. Securig people's lives and livelihoods could be taken as the central goal -
where both objective and subjective perceptions of the sources of insecurity are analysed.
Secondly, humnan security, as a collective responsibîlity, requires the participation of a
wide range of actors including individuals, conimunities, civil society, states and
international organizations. Thirdly, security must be defined i terms broader than a
militarized conception of state security. Fourthly, the state in any given region can be
both be an obstacle to, and a vehicle for, creatig the conditions for human security: thus



foreign policy? la the use of force and the possible death and injury of one group of
civilians, in order to protect another group of civilians, an unavoidable feature of forcible
intervention i the case of internai warfare? Is such an outcome consistent with the
principles of human security?

Finally, the mile of the international community must be addressed, both in terms of
international law and organizations. Whlile hurnanitarian intervention in the sovereign
affairs of other states has an uncertain status i international law, recent actions of the
international comnty may indicate a shift towards greater acceptability of
humanitarian intervention. While the scope for implmnigh a scrttrohte
Security Council remains limited, the prospects for human security in the broador UN

fi-mewrkare more encouraging due to the emnergence of 'coalitions of the willing' and
the spotof the Secretary General. Institutional refonn of the UN machinery. would
improve poecsstili ftirther. Broad consensus emerged around the nedfor increased

emhsson cofitprevention and some general suggestions fo>r adrsigthis
difficulty were made. Ultimately, the prevention of conflicts should be central in the
strategy for seurugad maintaining the human security of popultosaon h
workld
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